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INTRODUCTION 
Thank you for deciding to purchase the Wheelchair Poncho from Aidapt. When used correctly it is 
designed to give many years of reliable, trouble-free service. 

NB. This equipment must be installed by a competent person. 

BEFORE USE 
 Carefully remove all packaging. Avoid using any knives or other sharp instruments as 

this may damage the item. 

 Check the product for any visible damage If you see any damage or suspect a fault, do 
not use your product, but contact your supplier for support. 

INTENDED USE 
The Wheelchair Poncho provides protection from the elements. It can be put on or taken off with 
ease and features a snug fitting hood. 

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 
The Wheelchair Poncho can easily be slipped on and off then adjusted as necessary: 

 Unzip the neck opening fully and put the Wheelchair Poncho on over the head 

 Make sure pushing handles protrude through the rear slots, if applicable 

 The neck opening can be zipped up or down as desired and the hood can be raised and 
tied  

 If required, attach the Wheelchair Poncho to the wheelchair using the side ties 

CLEANING 
Clean your Wheelchair Poncho using a mild detergent with a slightly damp, soft cloth only. Only 
use a mild detergent or disinfectant; never use an abrasive cleaner.  

The Wheelchair Poncho can be cleaned in a washing machine at a low temperature, ideally on a 
wool or delicate setting. After cleaning, hang the Poncho somewhere warm and dry to air. Do not 
leave in direct contact with a heat source and do not put in a tumble dryer. 

CARE & MAINTENANCE 

Please make a safety check of the product at regular intervals or if you have any concerns. 

REISSUE 
If you reissue or are about to reissue this product, please thoroughly check all components for 
their safety.  

If in any doubt, please do not issue or use, immediately contact your supplier for service 
support. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
The information given in this instruction booklet must not be taken as forming part of or 
establishing any contractual or other commitment by Aidapt Bathrooms Limited, Aidapt (Wales) 
Ltd or its agents or its subsidiaries and no warranty or representation concerning the information 
is given. 

Please exercise common sense and do not take any unnecessary risks when using this product; 
as the user you must accept liability for safety when using the product. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the person who issued this product to you or the manufacturer 
(detailed below) if you have any queries concerning the assembly/use of your product.  

Aidapt Bathrooms Ltd, Lancots Lane, Sutton Oak, St Helens, WA9 3EX 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1744 745 020 • Fax: +44 (0) 1744 745 001 • Web: www.aidapt.com 

Email: sales@aidapt.co.uk  


